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Abstract. For supporting the design of self-adaptive computing sys-
tems, the PSCEL language offers a principled approach that relies on
declarative definition of adaptation and authorisation policies enforced
at runtime. Policies permit managing system components by regulating
their interactions and by dynamically introducing new actions to accom-
plish task-oriented goals. However, the runtime evaluation of policies
and their effects on system components make the prediction of system
behaviour challenging. In this paper, we introduce the construction of a
flow graph that statically points out the policy evaluations that can take
place at runtime and exploit it to analyse the effects of policy evaluations
on the progress of system components.
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1 Introduction

Modern computing systems are increasingly decentralised, pervade different ad-
ministrative domains, include massive numbers of components featuring com-
plex interactions, and operate in open-ended environments (see, e.g., [18]). To
master their growing complexity, self-adaptation capabilities have been largely
advocated, so that systems can autonomously adapt themselves to changing op-
erating conditions. Various approaches for achieving self-adaptation have been
recently introduced, among which Aspect Oriented Programming (AOP) [11]
has proven to be effective enough to easily deal with multiple adaptation and
behavioural strategies (see, e.g., [3,5]). The AOP approach relies on the idea that
definite parts of a program, called join-points, trigger the execution of before and
after actions, i.e. actions that will be performed before or after the join-point.

A principled development of self-adaptive computing systems can be achieved
by employing the PSCEL language [14], which integrates the FACPL policy lan-
guage [13] within SCEL [6], a formal language expressly devised for autonomic
computing. In PSCEL, self-adaptive systems are made of many, possibly dis-
tributed, components, each of them including an interface, a knowledge repos-
itory, a process and a policy. Processes define the computational behaviour of
components, while policies regulate the actions performed by the processes and



possibly adapt component behaviours by means of actions injected at runtime.
There is thus a clear separation of concerns: the normal computational behaviour
is defined through the processes, while the authorisation and adaptation logic
is defined through the policies. The actions added by policies can be used for,
e.g., reacting to changes of the operating conditions or achieving specific tasks.
Interfaces expose different component features and contextual values that can
be checked by the controls implemented within policies and used to dynamically
establish the partners of an interaction, thus providing flexible and expressive
communication mechanisms. Knowledge repositories store the component states
and what is known to the component of its working environment.

By taking inspiration from AOP, PSCEL policies permit defining self-
adaptation strategies based on before and after obligations, i.e. the PSCEL no-
tion corresponding to the AOP actions. Obligations are dynamically injected
into the controlled processes as result of policy evaluations and, like any process
action, must be authorised before being executed.

The interplay between dynamic policy evaluation and process execution, how-
ever, makes the prediction of the overall behaviour of systems challenging. In-
deed, it might happen that a policy generates an infinite sequence of evaluations,
because the obligations injected due to an evaluation recursively trigger further
evaluations, or that the progress of the controlled process is precluded, because
the authorisation of some injected obligations is denied. It is then worthwhile to
devise a static analysis approach supporting the development of PSCEL systems.

Therefore, in this paper we introduce the construction of a flow graph, called
Policy-Flow graph, that points out the relationships among the different policy
elements and the context dependencies that can take place during their evalu-
ation. We show that the Policy-Flow graph statically approximates the policy
evaluations that can occur and can be used for inspecting the effects of these
evaluations on the progress of processes. Indeed, we demonstrate that the ac-
complishment of specific conditions on the structure of the flow graph guarantees
that the anomalous system behaviours mentioned above cannot occur.

Outline. PSCEL and the motivations underlying its analysis are introduced
through a Cloud case study in Section 2. The Policy-Flow graph is defined in Sec-
tion 3, while Section 4 exploits the graph to address the verification of progress
properties on systems. Section 5 outlines more strictly related and future work.
The proofs of all results, and the detailed definitions, are reported in [14].

2 PSCEL at work and Motivations

In this section, we first outline the PSCEL approach to build self-adaptive sys-
tems through the modelling of an Autonomic Cloud case study (Section 2.1),
then we present the motivations of the analysis we propose (Section 2.2).

2.1 Specification of an Autonomic Cloud

An Autonomic Cloud [15] is a collection of distributed nodes, grouped according
to the geographic locality where they are placed, that cooperate to offer com-
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putational services. Each group includes: (i) a gateway node managing commu-
nications intra and inter groups; (ii) a server node (or more, if needed) offering
computational services; (iii) multiple client nodes creating tasks to execute.

In PSCEL, each node of the Autonomic Cloud is represented by a component,
generally denoted as I[K, Π, P ], where

– the interface I publishes information on the component. It is a non empty list
of features, i.e. pairs n : e (n is a name and e is a closed, i.e. without variables,
expression). The features of an interface can be dynamically modified, except
for id that is the component name, and their names are pairwise distinct;

– the knowledge repository K stores information known to the component. It
is a multiset of evaluated items, i.e. sequences of different elements where
variables cannot occur, like, e.g., 〈taskId, 5〉. Items are nondeterministically
retrieved from knowledge repositories via pattern matching;

– the process P defines the component behaviour. It is specified through clas-
sical process algebraic operators. Basic process actions can manage, possibly
remote, repositories by withdrawing/retrieving/adding items, restrict the
scope of names, create new components, or act on interface features;

– the policy Π regulates and adapts the component behaviour. It is a struc-
tured collection of rules that are evaluated against authorisation requests
dynamically generated to enable execution of process actions.

To get an intuition of the interplay between policies and processes, sup-
pose that the process of a component named n1 is willing to execute the action
put(log, task)@n1, for adding the item 〈log, task〉 to the knowledge repository
of the component n1. To control action execution, the PSCEL semantics uses
the function req to generate the corresponding authorisation request, that is

req(I,put(log, task)@n1,J ) = {(action/id,put)} ∪ {(action/arg, (log, task))}
∪ {(subject/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ I} ∪ {(object/n, e) | (n : e) ∈ J }

A request is thus a set of pairs structured name2-value representing the action
to authorise and its evaluation context, i.e. the interfaces I and J of the compo-
nents subject (i.e. executing) and object (i.e. destination) of the action, resp. The
request is then evaluated by the policy in force at n that establishes if execution
of the action can be authorised and if further actions must be injected.

For the sake of presentation we only consider a single group of nodes, placed
at locality UNIFI . The group is rendered as the following PSCEL system

I1[K, ΠS , PS ] ‖ IG[K, ΠG, PG] ‖ IC1
[KC , ΠC , PC ] ‖ . . . ‖ ICk

[KC , ΠC , PC ]

The component with interface I1 represents the server node, that with inter-
face IG represents the gateway node. The others represent client nodes. Each

1 We use n to denote a generic name and n to denote the name of a syntactic element.
2 Structured names are composed by a category name, i.e. one among action, subject

and object, and a name n. For example, action/id refers to the name of the action
generating the request, while subject/label refers to the value of the interface feature
label of the component subject of the action.
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component interface I publishes the features: id, the name of the component;
role, the type of the node, i.e. server, client or gateway; locality, the name of
the node locality, i.e. UNIFI ; level, the confidentiality level of the node, i.e. 1
(low) and 2 (high); load, the percentage of (overall) load of the hosting ma-
chine, i.e. an integer between 0 and 100. E.g., the server interface might be
I1 , (id :s1, role :server, level :1, locality :UNIFI , load :70). To update the value of
a feature, say load, the component process can execute the action upd(load, 75),
while to assign its current value to variable x it can execute read(?x, load).

We now explicitly describe the components above (except the gateway be-
cause, in our simplified setting, it only has the task of collecting logs from clients).
The process PS of the server component is defined as follows

PS , get(task, ?owner, ?X, ?taskId)@(locality=UNIFI ).
( X | get(result, ?res)@self.put(result, taskId, res)@owner. PS )

where the underlined names, e.g. taskId, represent variables and, when pre-
ceded by ?, represent variable binders. The first action get is used to non-
deterministically retrieve a task to compute from a component among those
dynamically matching the destination predicate locality=UNIFI , i.e. a boolean
expression on feature names dynamically checked to identify potential object
components. A task is any process Q stored in an item of the form 〈task, n,Q, i〉
(n and i are a name and an integer, resp.), which is expected to terminate its
execution by locally producing an item of the form 〈result, v〉. The retrieved
task (bound to the process variable X) is sent for execution by process PS which
then waits for the result via a local get (the reserved variable self refers to the
name of the component subject of the action). The retrieved result is then sent
to the task owner through a put, whereupon the process proceeds recursively.

The server policyΠS , controlling execution of process PS , is defined as follows

〈 p-unless-d rules :

S1 (deny target : equal(action/id,get) ∧ equal(subject/id,this)
∧ pattern-match(action/arg,(task, , , ))
∧ equal(subject/level,1) ∧ equal(object/level,2))

S2 (deny target : equal(action/id,get) ∧ equal(subject/id,this)
∧ pattern-match(action/arg,(task, , , ))
∧ greater-than(subject/load,90)

obl : [B fresh(n′).new(I1[id := n′],K, ΠS , PS).read(? load, load)])

S3 (deny target : equal(action/id, read) ∧ pattern-match(action/arg,( , load)))
∧ greater-than(subject/load,60)

S4 (permit target : equal(action/id,put) ∧ equal(subject/id, this)
obl : [B put(log , action/arg)@self]) 〉

(ΠS)

The policy includes four rules (named S1, S2, S3 and S4) and uses the p-unless-d
algorithm, thus it permits a request (i.e. returns the decision permit) unless at
least an enclosed rule denies it (i.e. returns the decision deny). All the rules, but
the last one, deny a request when it matches their target. The targets of S1 and S2
are matched by those requests such that (i) the corresponding action is a get, (ii)
the subject component name is equal to the local one (which is retrieved through
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the reserved variable this), and (iii) the action argument matches the template
(task, , , ) ( is a wildcard matching any value). Due to the additional controls
contained in the target, S1 applies only if the confidentiality level of the subject
is low and that of the object is high. Similarly, S2 applies only if the local load is
greater than 90. In this case, S2 enforces a self-adaptation strategy by means of
the actions reported after the keyword obl, which are dynamically injected within
process PS immediately Before the action generating the matched request. This
strategy consists in spawning a new server component, via the actions fresh and
new, thus to guarantee availability of the computational service. The injected
action read triggers application of rule S3 which blocks it (and the continuation
process) until the load is higher than 60. Finally, rule S4 intercepts the action put
of process PS that sends the task result to the owner and injects an additional
put to log this result in the local repository.

Let us now focus on the client components. Concerning their process PC , we
only assume that, besides some other actions, it performs actions of the form
put(task, loc res, Q)@self that locally add items containing a new task Q to
execute and a component name loc res where the task evaluation result should
be sent. Instead, the policy ΠC is defined as follows

〈 p-unless-d rules :

C1 (permit target : equal(action/id,put) ∧ pattern-match(action/arg,(task, , ))
∧ equal(subject/id,this)

obl : [A get(taskId, ?num)@self.put(action/arg,num)@self.
put(taskId,num + 1)@self])

C2 (permit target : equal(action/id,get) ∧ equal(subject/role,server)
obl : [A put(log, task retrieved, subject/id)@(role = gateway)])

C3 (deny target : equal(action/id,put) ∧ equal(object/id, this)
∧ greater-than(object/load,90)) 〉

(ΠC)

The policy includes three rules and uses the p-unless-d algorithm. Rule C1 ap-
plies to the put actions adding a new task and accomplishes an incremental
enumeration of tasks by means of three actions dynamically injected After the
action generating the matched request: get retrieves the current task number,
the first put locally adds the argument of the put to authorise (i.e., action/arg)
extended with the retrieved task number, and the second put increments the
task number. Rule C2 injects a put action informing the gateway about the
retrieval of a task by a get action originated by a server, and C3 denies any put
action with object the local component when the local load is higher than 90.

2.2 Dynamic Interplay between Policies and Processes

The obligation actions injected in a process, like any other process action, need to
be authorised before being executed. On the other hand, policy rules are initially
designed to apply to certain process actions. Thus, if afterwards they also apply
to injected actions, unforeseen interplays between policies and processes might
arise that, e.g., could also prevent processes from actually proceed.
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For example, let us consider process PS and its controlling policy ΠS , and
focus on the actions injected when rule S2 applies. Actions fresh and new
are permitted due to the default decision of the algorithm (as no rule applies
to them), while action read is permitted only when rule S3 does not apply,
otherwise it is denied. In case of actions put, rule S4 also injects a new action
put for logging purposes. As result of such an authorisation, the process becomes

put(result , 12, 5)@n′.put(log , result , 12, 5)@self. PS

Indeed, the first put is overlined to denote that it has already been permitted and
the bound variables occurring within in the process syntax have been replaced
by realistic values (i.e., owner, taskId and res have been replaced by n′, 12
and 5, respectively). The second put is instead the obligation action injected by
the rule that has been fulfilled by replacing the structured name action/arg with
the argument of the permitted put. Once the first put has been executed, the
authorisation of the injected put modifies the process as follows

put(log , result , 12, 5)@s1.put(log , log , result , 12, 5)@self. PS

Basically, rule S4 has applied again and injected an additional logging put!
Clearly, this leads to an infinite introduction of actions and, hence, of policy
evaluations, which prevents process PS from proceeding further.

A different interplay may concern the authorisation decisions enforced by the
rules since, when an action is permitted, the action itself or its continuation can
be precluded from progressing due to an injected action that is denied. This
interplay can occur between rules C1 and C3: when rule C1 permits an action
put, the injected put action could be denied by rule C3, if the load of the object
component is higher than 90.

3 Policy-Flow Graph

We now introduce an analysis approach that statically points out possible run-
time interplays, like those just presented. It relies on a representation of policies
that enables (automated) extensive checks on the applicability of policy rules to
injected actions. Indeed, the injection of actions can trigger additional evalua-
tions of rules, thus generating a sort of flow. Our approach over-approximates
the potential flows that injected actions might generate at runtime.

We rely on the formal machinery of the PSCEL semantics (see [14] for a
full account). Besides the function req already mentioned, we use the judgement
r, ρ ` d, sB, sA meaning that the rule r authorises the request ρ with decision d, i.e.
permit or deny, and two (possibly empty) sequences sB and sA of before and after
actions, resp. We also use the function A that evaluates action arguments with
respect to a component name (i.e. the intended subject) and returns an action
only containing values or variable binders. E.g., A(put(1 + 2)@self, n1) returns
the evaluated action put(3)@n1, where the expression has been evaluated and
the component name n1 has replaced the reserved variable self.
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Due to the static nature of the approach, the injected actions a to consider
are those produced by the syntax. Hence, they may contain open terms, i.e. terms
where variables and structured names can occur. To make these actions evaluable
through A, we must apply to them a ‘closing’ substitution, denoted by ξ, i.e. a
function mapping their variables and structured names to values.

As a matter of notation, we write Interf(S) to denote the set of component
interfaces in the system S, I.id to refer to the name of the component having
interface I, and Π(S,m) to make it explicit that the policy Π is in force at the
component named m in S. Hence, we set the following definition.

Definition 1 (Policy-Flow). Given a system S with I,J ∈ Interf(S), there
is a flow from rule ri to rule rj in the policy Π(S, I.id) if, for any request ρ, it
holds that

ri, ρ ` d, sB, sA and ∃ a ∃sB.sA , ξ : rj , req(I,A(aξ, I.id),J ) ` d′, s ′B, s ′A
where a ∃sB.sA means that action a occurs in the sequence of actions sB.sA.

The flows in a policy can be statically determined by checking whether the
authorisation requests corresponding to injected actions match rule targets. To
automate this check, we represent targets in terms of constraints and authorisa-
tion requests in terms of assignments for constraints. Existence of a flow is thus
equivalent to satisfiability of a constraint with an applied assignment.

In the following, first we introduce a constraint formalism (Section 3.1) and a
translation procedure for targets (Section 3.2). Then, we present the construction
of a flow graph, called Policy-Flow graph, collecting all the flows in a policy
(Section 3.3) and its application to the case study (Section 3.4).

3.1 A Constraint Formalism

The constraint formalism we propose is defined by the following syntax

cstr ::= true | ¬ cstr | cstr1 ∧ cstr2 | cstr1 ∨ cstr2 | var = pv | var > pv

| var < pv | var match pv

A constraint can be either the value true, or a comparison between a variable
var and a policy value pv through a relational operator, or a boolean combination
of simpler constraints. Policy values are the values referred to by the attribute
names of authorisation requests like, e.g., the action identifier get or an item
argument of an action. Variables model the structured names sn occurring within
rule targets and can either belong to the set AΠ or to the set FS .

The set AΠ , given a policy Π , 〈alg rules : r1 . . . rk〉, is defined as follows

AΠ , {id-h, arg-h, sub-h, obj-h | h ∈ {id(r1) . . . id(rk)}}

where id(rj) stands for the name of the rule rj . Variables in AΠ model: (i)
action identifiers referred to by action/id; (ii) action arguments referred to by
action/arg; (iii) the name of the subject (resp., object) component referred to by
subject/id (resp., object/id).
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The set FS is formed by variables modelling the features of the components
in the sytem S. Hence, given a system S, it is defined as follows

FS , {z-n | ∃ I ∈ Interf(S) : I.id = n ∧ (z : e) ∈ I ∧ z 6= id}

As features are associated to closed expressions, the variables in FS are mapped
to standard values.

To represent the authorisation requests corresponding to obligation actions,
we use the function 〈〈·〉〉hm which, given in input an obligation action, the name
m of a component (i.e. the intended subject) and the name h of a policy rule,
returns the assignments (induced by the obligation action) for the variables of
AΠ corresponding to rule h. The function is smoothly defined by case analysis
on the action syntax. As an example, we have 〈〈put(taskId,num +1)@self〉〉hm =
[id-h := put, arg-h := (taskId,num + 1), sub-h := m, obj-h := m].

Since constraint variables are possibly mapped to elements containing open
terms (as, e.g., the variable num in the previous example), checking the satis-
fiability of a constraint amounts to decide if there exists a closing substitution
ξ such that the constraint evaluates to true. For instance, checking the satisfi-
ability of a constraint with applied the previous assignment means identifying
a substitution ξ for the variable num such that the constraint is satisfied. We
write ξ |= cstr〈〈a〉〉hm (resp., ξ 6|= cstr〈〈a〉〉hm) to mean that the constraint cstr ,
under the assignment 〈〈a〉〉hm induced by the obligation action a, is satisfiable
(resp., not satisfiable) through the substitution ξ.

We conclude by stating that any obligation action possibly executed at run-
time can be statically approximated starting from its syntactical definition.

Lemma 1. For any obligation action a such that A(aξ′,m) = a for some sub-
stitution ξ′, it holds that

∃ ξ : 〈〈a〉〉hm = [[ 〈〈a〉〉hmξ ]]

where [[ 〈〈a〉〉hmξ ]] denotes the assignment obtained from 〈〈a〉〉hmξ by evaluating all
the expressions occurring within.

3.2 From Targets To Constraints

To represent targets in terms of constraints, we define a formal translation pro-
cedure which, intuitively, works in two steps. First, we approximate the potential
subject and object components of those actions matching the target. Then, we
exploit them to translate targets into their corresponding constraints.

Step (1/2): Potential subject and object components. The components possibly
involved in the actions matching the target of a rule can be over-approximated by
inspecting the controls occurring in the rule target. In fact, controls concerning
component names, i.e. subject/id and object/id, or features, e.g. subject/level,
statically limit the components that can be represented by those authorisation
requests that match the target. The sets of the potential subjects and objects of
the actions matching the target, S and O resp., are determined by functions Sbj
and Obj , resp. As Obj is specular to Sbj , we only briefly introduce the latter.
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The function Sbj , inductively defined on the target syntax, takes in input
a target τ and a system S, and returns a set of component names. Among its
defining clauses, the most significative one is that for target functions controlling
the identity of the subject component (i.e., subject/id); the clause is as follows

SbjS(f(subject/id, pv)) =

{
{n} if [[ pv ]] = n ∧ f ∈ {equal, pattern-match}
{} otherwise

If f is an equality function and pv evaluates to a name n, the resulting set S only
contains such a name (otherwise, the function would not be satisfied through the
name referred to by subject/id). The other clauses on target functions operate
similarly, while those on target conjunction (resp., disjunction) correspond to
the intersection (resp., union) of the sets calculated for the sub-targets.

Step (2/2): Generating the Constraint. The function T translating targets into
constraints takes in input the sets S andO calculated from the target to translate
and the name h of a policy rule. It is inductively defined on the target syntax.
The most significative clause is that for target functions, which is as follows

T {|f(sn, pv)|}hS,O =



∨
n∈S z-n getOp(f) pv if sn = subject/z and z 6= id∨
n∈O z-n getOp(f) pv if sn = object/z and z 6= id

sub-h getOp(f) pv if sn = subject/id

obj-h getOp(f) pv if sn = object/id

id-h getOp(f) pv if sn = action/id

arg-h getOp(f) pv if sn = action/arg

Thus, if the structured name sn is a subject/object feature different from id, the
generated constraint has as many variables z-n representing the feature as the
component names n in the set S/O. The disjunction ensures that the constraint
addresses each possibly involved component. Instead, if the structured name
represents the feature id or an attribute with category action, the generated
constraint uses the variables referring to the rule named h. Notably, the function
getOp maps the target function f to the corresponding constraint operator, e.g.,
the target function equal is mapped to the constraint operator =.

The following theorem states that satisfiability of the constraints representing
targets under the assignments induced by (authorisation requests corresponding
to) obligation actions correctly over-approximates the set of policy flows.

Theorem 1. Given a system S with I,J ∈ Interf(S), for any rule r of the policy
Π(S, I.id) with id(r) = h, and for any obligation action a such that A(aξ′, I.id) =
a for some substitution ξ′, it holds that:

r, req(I,a,J ) ` d′, s ′B, s ′A ⇒ ∃ ξ : ξ |= T {|τ |}hS,O〈〈a〉〉hm .

The converse of the previous theorem does not hold because, due to Lemma 1,
the substitution ξ could map, e.g., some variables (modelling action arguments
or features) to values that they cannot actually assume at run-time.
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3.3 Policy-Flow Graph Construction

We now define the construction of a graph, called Policy-Flow graph, that, by
relying on the previous constraint-based representation of rule targets and au-
thorisation requests, graphically and compactly represents all the potential flows
in a policy. Intuitively, the nodes of the graph represent policy rules, or its com-
bining algorithm, while the directed edges represent the flows. Hence, the graph
paths estimate the sequences of policy evaluations that might occur at runtime.

As policies can check conditions on the context (which is made of the compo-
nent features), the edges are annotated with the contextual conditions holding
when the corresponding flow takes place. For convenience, we re-organise the
constraints representing targets so that the constraints involving variables from
the set AΠ are separated from those involving variables from the set FS

3. In the
following, we thus assume they are written in the form act ∧ ctx , where act is
the constraint on the action, while ctx is that on the context. As a matter of
notation, r �act∧ctx s indicates the constraint representing the target of rule r
and the sequence of obligation actions s generated when the rule r applies.

Definition 2 (Policy-Flow Graph). The Policy-Flow graph of a policy Π ,
〈alg rules : r1 . . . rk〉 is a doubly labelled directed graph (N,F, T, L) where

– N , i.e. the set of nodes, is {id(r1), . . . , id(rk), alg};
– F , i.e. the set of edge labels, is {ctx j | rj �actj∧ctxj sj with j = 1, . . . , k};
– T ⊆ N ×F ×N , i.e. the set of labelled directed edges, contains the elements

• (id(rj), ctx j , id(rl)) if ∃ a ∃sj , ξ : ξ |= (act l ∧ ctx l)〈〈a〉〉lm
• (id(rj), ctx j , alg) if ∃ a ∃sj , ξ : ξ 6|= (act l ∧ ctx l)〈〈a〉〉lm

for each pair of rules rj and rl such that rj�actj∧ ctxj sj and rl�actl∧ ctx l sl;
– L : N → {p, d}, i.e. the node labelling function, is defined as follows

L(id(rj)) = p if rj has decision permit L(alg) = p if alg = p-unless-d
L(id(rj)) = d if rj has decision deny L(alg) = d if alg = d-unless-p

The graph has two types of edges: one representing a flow between two rules,
the other representing a flow from a rule to the combining algorithm. In the first
edge type, id(rj) is connected to id(rl) when there exists in the sequence sj an
action a whose induced assignment 〈〈a〉〉lm makes the constraint corresponding
to the target of the rule rl satisfiable, i.e. there exists ξ such that ξ |= (act l ∧
ctx l)〈〈a〉〉lm holds. The edge is annotated with the contextual conditions ctx j
asserted by the target of rj . In the second edge type, id(rj) is connected to alg
when there exists in the sequence sj an action a whose induced assignment 〈〈a〉〉lm
makes the constraint corresponding to the target of any rule rl not satisfiable,
i.e. there exists ξ such that ξ 6|= (act l ∧ ctx l)〈〈a〉〉lm holds; the edge is annotated
with ctx j as well. If multiple edges with the same label connect a node id(rj) to
node alg , only one of them is retained. Notably, the same action a can cause, due
to different substitutions, the creation of edges of both types. Since combining

3 This splitting can always be done by appropriately applying standard boolean laws
because each relational operator takes at most one variable as argument.
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algorithms neither define controls nor obligations, alg has no outgoing edges.
Notice that determining the set of edges T has a worst case complexity of O(k2θ),
where k is the number of policy rules and θ is the maximum number of actions
forming the obligations of the policy rules (e.g., in the case of policy ΠS , θ has
value 3 because of the obligation actions of rule S2). Indeed, the first edge type
requires examining all the k×k pairs of rules, while the second edge type requires
examining the k pairs formed by a rule and the combining algorithm. Each pair
of both types requires examining at most θ obligation actions.

3.4 The Policy-Flow Graph at work on the Case Study

The policies ΠS and ΠC presented in Section 2.1 generate the flows graphically
depicted by the graphs in Figure 1. Before commenting the construction of the
graphs, we outline the constraint-based representation of some of the rule targets.
For simplicity’s sake, we consider a system S formed by three components: one
server and two clients named sr1 , cl1 and cl2 , respectively. The set of system
interfaces Interf(S) is defined as {I1, IC1

, IC2
}. The set of variable FS is then

straightforwardly defined, while the set AΠ depends on the policy. For example,
in the case of ΠS , it is {id-h, arg-h, sub-h, obj-h | h ∈ {S1, S2, S3, S4}}.

Let us consider rule S1 of the policy ΠS in force at the component sr1 .
Firstly, by using functions Sbj and Obj , we get that S = {sr1}, due to the
control equal(subject/id, sr1 )4, and O = {sr1 , cl1 , cl2}, i.e. it contains the names
of all system components, because the occurring controls do not limit the set of
names. Secondly, the function T translates the target of S1 to the constraint

(id-S1 = get) ∧ (sub-S1 = sr1 ) ∧ (arg-S1 match (task, , , ))

∧ (level-sr1 = 1) ∧ ((level-sr1 = 2) ∨ (level-cl1 = 2) ∨ (level-cl2 = 2))
(1)

The sub-constraints in the first row represent the target controls referring to
the action; their conjunction forms the constraint actS1. The sub-constraints
in the second row represent the two target controls on the feature level:
(level-sr1 = 1) is obtained from the control equal(subject/level, 1) by exploit-
ing the set S, while the disjunction following the operator ∧ is obtained from
the control equal(object/level, 2) by exploiting the set O. The conjunction of the
sub-constraints in the second row forms the constraint ctxS1.

In case of rule S4 of the policy ΠS its target is represented by the constraint

(id-S4 = put) ∧ (sub-S4 = sr1 ) (2)

It forms the constraint actS4, while the constraint ctxS4 is true since there are
no contextual controls in the rule target.

Let us consider rule C2 of the policy ΠC ; its target is represented as follows

(id-C2 = get) ∧ (role-sr1 = server ∨ role-cl1 = server ∨ role-cl2 = server) (3)

where S = {sr1 , cl1 , cl2} is used to define the constraints on the feature role.

4 The name sr1 of the component where the policy ΠS is assumed to be in force is
that referred to by the variable this occurring in the definition of rule S1.
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Fig. 1. Autonomic cloud case study: Policy-Flow graphs (some conditions ctxh are
detailed in the text): (a) policy ΠS of servers; (b) policy ΠC of clients

The constraints just introduced can now be exploited to construct the Policy-
Flow graphs of the policies ΠS and ΠC according to Definition 2. For simplicity’s
sake, we use the name of the rules and of the algorithm to identify the corre-
sponding node in the graph. Since the policy rules that do not define obligations
cannot trigger other rules, the corresponding nodes have no outgoing edges. As
depicted in Figure 1, this is the case, e.g., of rules S1 and S3 of policy ΠS . In
the remaining cases, to determine the outgoing edges of a node, we check if any
obligation action of its corresponding rule induces an assignment that makes the
constraint representing a rule target satisfiable.

Let us consider the construction of the graph of the policy ΠS . Rule S4
returns the obligation action put(log, action/arg)@self that, relatively to node
S4, induces the assignment [id-S4 := put, arg-S4 := (log, action/arg), sub-S4 :=
sr1 , obj-S4 := sr1 ]. This assignment makes the applicability constraint of S4,
reported in (2), satisfiable. In fact, by applying the assignment, we get the con-
straint put = put ∧ (sr1 = sr1 ) that clearly evaluates to true. Hence, there is
a self loop on node S4 labelled by the contextual constraint ctxS4, i.e. true. The
other flows in policy ΠS are generated by the obligation actions within rule S2.
By reasoning as before we can easily establish that its fresh and new actions
do not match the target of any rule, therefore there is a flow from node S2 to
node p-unless-d, while its read action can match the target of rule S3 when the
subject load is higher than 60, hence there is a flow from node S2 to node S3.
Notice that, when the load is less than 60, the action read does not match the
target of rule S3, hence such an action can also cause a flow to node p-unless-d.

The graph of the policy ΠC is constructed similarly. We only comment
on the flow from node C1 to node C2 meaning that the obligation action
get returned by rule C1 can be controlled by rule C2. Indeed, C2 applica-
bility constraint, reported in (3), is satisfiable by applying the assignment
[id-C2 := get; arg-C2 := (taskId,num); sub-C2 := cl1 , obj-C2 := cl1 ] induced
by the obligation action of C1 relatively to node C2. However, this flow cannot ac-
tually occur, because rule C2 checks if the action subject has role server , while
the injected action get is locally executed by a client component. This over-
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approximation derives from the fact that the static analysis we pursue abstracts
from the actual values (and their modifications) of the context features.

4 Progress Analysis of PSCEL Specifications

Policy evaluations may affect the progress of controlled processes. The effects on
progress can be expressed in terms of the following properties

– finite evaluation: each action can only trigger a finite number of policy eval-
uations;

– undeniable executability : once an action is permitted, the execution of the
controlled process cannot be blocked due to the injection of an action that
is denied.

For example, rule S4 in the previous section shows a violation of the former
property, while rules C1 and C3 show a violation of the latter one.

The properties above refer to the flows that a policy may generate and can be
verified in terms of conditions on the structure of the Policy-Flow graph. Since
the graph statically addresses conditions on the context, we need to assume that
these conditions are somehow stable. We thus set the following definition.

Definition 3 (Context-stable Policy). A policy is context-stable if, along
each path of its Policy-Flow graph, the features it checks do not change value.

Intuitively, if a policy is context-stable then, given a feature n checked by (the
target of a rule of) the policy, an action of the form upd(n, e) cannot interleave
with the policy evaluations forming a path. This check could be done manually,
e.g. in the case of our case study5, or syntactically over-approximated by checking
the policy specification. Indeed, a policy is context-stable if its obligations do
not contain actions updating features that are checked by the enclosed rules.

The paths of Policy-Flow graphs are annotated with constraints ctx , which
represent the context conditions holding when the corresponding policy evalua-
tions occur. To consider them in the analysis, we introduce the following notion.

Definition 4 (Characteristic Formula of a Path). Given a path formed by

nodes ν1 . . . νk, its characteristic formula is γ ,
∧k
j=1 cstr(νj), where cstr(νj)

is the constraint corresponding to the policy rule represented by the node νj (or
true if the node represents the policy algorithm).

Notably, due to the context-stability assumption, it is enough to consider the
context conditions occurring in a loop only once. A path is deemed feasible if,
under the context-stability assumption, its characteristic formula is satisfiable.
Unsatisfiable paths in the policy-flow graph represent sequences of flows that, due
to conflictual contextual conditions, e.g. like role-sr1 = server and role-sr1 =
client, cannot actually occur in the system.

5 E.g., rule S2 of policy ΠS checks the feature load. Since S2 only generates paths of
length one, possible updates of load cannot interleave with policy evaluations.
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A (context-stable) policy enjoys the finite evaluation property when each
action matching the target of any rule can only trigger finite sequences of policy
evaluations. It follows that the property holds when the Policy-Flow graph has
no feasible infinite paths, i.e. loops, as stated by the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (Finite Evaluation). A context-stable policy enjoys the finite
evaluation property only if its Policy-Flow graph contains no feasible loops.

A policy enjoying the finite evaluation property can anyway undermine the
progress of a controlled process due to the authorisations it enforces. The un-
deniable executability property addresses the case of injected obligation actions
that are denied. Specifically, once an action has been permitted, the denying of
some of the obligations whose injection was caused by the action authorisation
may prevent the execution of the controlled process. It follows that the property
holds when, in the Policy-Flow graph, each path containing nodes labelled by p
(i.e., enforcing permit) does not contain nodes labelled by d (i.e., enforcing deny).

Theorem 3 (Undeniable Executability). A context-stable policy enjoys the
undeniable executability property only if for each feasible path in its Policy-Flow
graph, if the path contains a node labelled by p, than after this node there is no
node labelled by d.

Concerning the graphs in Figure 1, it is easy to check that policy ΠC meets
the condition of Theorem 2 while policyΠS does not; instead, because of the path
between rules C1 and C3, policy ΠC does not met the condition of Theorem 3.

The converse of Theorems 2 and 3 does not hold. This is a consequence of
Theorem 1 and of the fact that the Policy-Flow graph does not take into account
the evaluation of the combining algorithm, but it only considers rules separately.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we outline the use of PSCEL to specify self-adaptive computing
systems and introduce a static analysis approach based on a novel notion of
Policy-Flow graph. Then, we show how this graph can be exploited to reason on
the effects of policy evaluations on the progress of PSCEL systems.

Related Work. The specification approaches for developing self-adaptive com-
puting systems are multiple and variegated. In addition to AOP, other promi-
nent examples are component-based design and context-oriented programming
(COP). Component-based approaches like, e.g., Fractal [2,5] and Helena [8]
design systems in terms of components that re-organise themselves according to
changes of operating conditions. Differently from PSCEL, component communi-
cations rely on rigid connectors rather than flexible predicates. The COP-based
approaches exploit instead ad-hoc linguistic constructs for expressing context-
dependent behaviours [16]. The most of the literature on COP is devoted to the
design and implementation of concrete programming languages (a comparison
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can be found in [1]). Instead, PSCEL focusses on distribution, flexible commu-
nications and highly dynamic obligation-based adaptation strategies.

Declarative policies are commonly advocated [9] for regulating systems be-
haviour. For instance, the policy language Ponder [4] has been exploited to reg-
ulate various autonomous systems. However, differently from PSCEL, it cannot
express adaptation strategies in terms of dynamically fulfilled actions. Similarly,
the actor-based framework reported in [10] exploits declarative rules to adapt
the configuration of computing systems managing entities. However, these rules
permit defining neither authorisation controls nor dynamically fulfilled actions.

To enforce self-adaptation strategies, many proposals follow the AOP ap-
proach. Some examples are the AOP extension of Fractal [5] (which suffers
from the same drawbacks of Fractal) and AspectK [7], which enriches a dis-
tributed coordination language with AOP concepts. With respect to AspectK,
the AOP support offered by PSCEL is more flexible and, most of all, also
provides dynamically fulfilled actions. In [17] an analysis approach of AspectK
specifications aiming at discovering undesired infinite executions is introduced.
Differently from our static approach that only relies on the policy-flow graph, it
is there exploited an approach based on communicating pushdown systems.

Ongoing and Future Work. We are currently extending the PSCEL support-
ing tools [12] to deploy the proposed analysis approach. The development en-
vironment already available for PSCEL is being enriched with the rule trans-
lation procedure and the construction of the Policy-Flow graph. To this aim,
rule constraints are encoded as satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) formulae
based on multiple theories like, e.g., boolean, linear arithmetics and records. The
SMT-based approach guarantees expressive specifications (e.g. pattern-matching
amounts to only specify a comparison on records) and is supported by powerful
automatic solvers.

To further specialise the analysis approach, we will introduce, on the one
hand, abstractions for knowledge repositories, thus enabling reasoning on the
execution of blocking get and qry actions, and, on the other hand, a static ap-
proximation of combining algorithms, thus addressing hierarchically structured
policies. Finally, we plan to investigate the problem of infinite evaluation flows
due to the mutual interplay of distributed policies and to devise techniques for
distributing policies so that such situations are avoided by construction.
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